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Rafael Ramos 

DOB: 07-01-1962 

Desc: MH/5’02”/160 lbs/Black hair/Brown eyes 

Suspect Ramos is a sex offender wanted for failing to register. 

Any information, contact Det. London 

File no: 915-10750-2821-037; 09-06-15, 1435 hrs; Sunrise Liquor 500 block of E. Rosecrans Avenue 

Suspect 1: MB/20-25 years old/6’00”/180 lbs/wearing a Chicago Bulls hat, black t-shirt, and blue jeans  

Weapon: black semi-automatic handgun 

The suspect approached the victim in the parking lot of the location and pointed a black semi-automatic hand-

gun at the victim and took his property. 

Any information, contact: Sgt. Miller 

File no: 915-10998-2811-044; 09-12-15, 1457 hrs; CC Market 1900 block of W. Compton Blvd 

Suspect 1: MB/25-30 years old/5’10”/180 lbs/bald head/wearing a white muscle shirt and black 

basketball shorts  

The suspect entered the location, grabbed a drink and tried to leave without paying.  When approached 

by the victim to pay, the suspect assaulted him an fled the location with a female companion. 

Any information, contact Det. Dieguez 
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File no: 915-10477-2873-041; 08-30-15, 1200 hrs; 200 block of E. Alondra Blvd 

Suspect 1: FB/driver (no further description) 

Suspect 2-3: MB (no further description) 

Suspect vehicle: black 2000 Chrysler PT Cruiser 

The victim was walking on the sidewalk, when the suspect vehicle approached and suspect 2 & 3 

exited and assaulted the victim and stole his property.  The suspect then returned to the vehicle, which 

sped away westbound on Alondra Blvd. 

Any information, contact: Sgt. Miller 

Similar Vehicle 

Keisha Denise Reagan 

DOB: 08-17-1972 

Desc: FB/5’02”/182 lbs/Black hair/Green eyes 

Suspect Reagan is wanted for elder abuse. 

Any information, contact Sgt. Miller 

File no: 915-10851-2873-032; 09-09-15, 0327 hrs; 7-Eleven 15228 S. Avalon Bl, Gardena 

Suspect 1: MB/25-30 yrs. old/5’10”/145 lbs/blk dreadlocks/bro eyes/wearing a blk jacket, 

wht long sleeve dress shirt and dark jeans. 

Weapon: Silver semi-automatic handgun 

The suspect entered the business, selected items to purchase, and contacted the cashier at 

the front counter.  The suspect displayed the grips to a silver colored semi-automatic 

handgun and told the victim he would shoot him if he did not give him the money in the 

cash register.  The victim complied and gave the suspect the money.  The suspect was last 

seen running eastbound through the parking lot of the business and out of view. 

Any information, contact: Det. G. Stickley 
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File no: 915-11199-2831-082; 09-16-15, 2003 hrs; CVS 901 S. Central Ave, Compton 

Suspect 1: MB/20-30 yrs. old/6’00”/200 lbs/black hair/brown eyes/black goatee/wearing a 

black Nike “Just Do It” t-shirt and blue jeans. 

The suspect  approached the victim who was purchasing items at a cash register.  While the 

victim was holding her money in her hand, the suspect snatched the money, and ran out the 

business.  The suspect was last seen running north through the parking lot toward Alondra 

Blvd. and out of view. 

Any information, contact: Det. G. Stickley 

File no: 915-12851-2848-082; 10-26-15, 1026 hrs; Wells Fargo Bank 1625 S. Alameda St, Compton 

Suspect 1: MB/25-30 yrs. old/5’08”/140 lbs/black hair/brown eyes/wearing a white t-shirt and blue 

jeans. 

Suspect Vehicle: Gray sedan, unknown make/model. 

The suspect entered the bank and snatched two vinyl bank deposit envelopes from under the 

victim’s arm.  The suspect ran out of the bank and entered a gray sedan which left in an unknown 

direction. 

Any information, contact: Det. G. Stickley 


